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[Updated with a second poster from Bisley!]

Christopher Smith’s (CREEP, TRIANGLE) period film, BLACK DEATH, is excellent. It deserves
your total attention, and so does this latest insane poster for the movie!

MTV premiered the incredible one-sheet from UK comic artist, Simon Bisley. BLACK DEATH is
a really beautiful, atmospheric tale and while this poster plays up the gorier and more
supernatural elements, Smith’s film is often a subtle and creepy affair.

“The year is 1348. Europe has fallen under the shadow of the Black Death. As the plague
decimates all in its path, fear and superstition are rife. In this apocalyptic environment, the
church is losing its grip on the people. There are rumors of a village, hidden in marshland that
the plague cannot reach. There is even talk of a necromancer who leads the village and is able
to bring the dead back to life. Ulric (Sean Bean), a fearsome knight, is charged by the church to
investigate these rumors. He enlists the guidance of a novice monk, Osmund (Eddie
Redmayne) to lead him and his band of mercenary soldiers to the marshland, but Osmund has
other motives for leaving his monastery. Their journey to the village and events that unfold take
them into the heart of darkness and to horrors that will put Osmund’s faith in himself and his
love for God to the ultimate test.

The film is available on VOD now and hits limited theaters March 11 from Magnolia. It comes
highly recommended.

For more on BLACK DEATH, you can visit its official site , see our feature on the film in
FANGORIA #301 (out this month) and look for plenty of coverage on Fangoria.com in the
coming weeks!
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